
1. A try-square is specified: 

A. As per length and breadth of its blade 

B. As per length of its blade from terminal to the inner end of the stock 

C. As per length of its blade from terminal to the outer end of the stock 

D. As per length and breadth of its stock 

2. Hammers are classified: 

A. As per their hold and weight 

B. As per their frame’s shape and weight  

C. As per their heel’s shape and weight 

D. As per their handle’s length  

3. The cutting edge of a flat cold chisel is slightly convexed so that: 

A. Less power is required in cutting a metal and its edge doesn’t fasten in the 

job 

B. Metal can be cut easily 

C. Chipping can be done in a straight line 

D. Its edge will not break during chipping 

4. Chisels are made of: 

A. High carbon steel 

B. high speed steel 

C. cast steel 

D. tungsten steel 

5. The main reason of teeth setting of a hack-saw blade is: 

A. to reduce friction during cutting a metal  

B. nothing 

C. to give a beautiful shape to it 

D. to help in cutting the jobs having more width and depth 

6. The length of a hack-saw blade is measured: 

A. between the inner ends of the two pin-holes 

B. between the outer ends of the two pin-holes 

C. between centres of the pin-holes 

D. between the inner end of pin-hole and the outer end of the other pin-hole 

7. A file is made of: 

A. cast iron 

B. cast steel or special tool steel 



C. mild steel 

D. nickel steel 

8. The length of a file is measure: 

A. along the tip to the shoulder 

B. along the tip to the heel 

C. along the tip to the tang 

D. along the heel to the tang 

9. A second cut file is made: 

A. as per grade 

B. as per cut 

C. as per grade and cut 

D. as  per shape  

10. The teeth cut on the edge of a file are: 

A. single cut 

B. double cut 

C. second cut 

D. as per grade 

11. If a drill bit does not cut the metal easily, the reason is this that there is: 

A. less or no lip clearance angle 

B. more clearance angle 

C. no body clearance angle 

D. high cutting angle 

12. Before using a micrometer: 

A. it should be cleaned properly 

B. hands should be cleaned properly  

C. its fitting should be checked for identical measurements 

D. its zero-error should be adjusted  

13. A magnifying glass is used : 

A. during filing operation 

B. during chipping operation 

C. during cutting operation 

D. while taking precision measurements 

14. The bit of a soldering iron is made of: 

A. Iron 



B. Brass 

C. Copper 

D. Stainless steel 

15. For stripping the insulation of a cable, the blade of an electrician’s knife 

should be kept on the cable at an angle of: 

A. 60O 

B. 45O 

C. 20O  to 45O 

D. less than 20O  

16. A wire-gauge is used to measure: 

A. length of a wire 

B. are of a wire 

C. diameter of a wire 

D. thickness of insulation layer of a wire 

17. A steel-rule should never be used as: 

A. Screw driver 

B. Hammer 

C. Knife 

D. All the above 

18. Which tool is used for removing a taper shank drill from the socket? 

A. spanner 

B. sleeve 

C. tang 

D. drift 

19. Drilled holes are countershunked for setting the screws plane to the 

surface. General size is: 

A. 6mm to 15mm 

B. 8mm to 20mm 

C. 10mm to 15mm 

D. 10mm to 25mm 

20. The toll generally used for cutting small wires and cables when they are 

close to the terminal is: 

A. electrician knife 

B. diagonal cutting pliers 



C. combination plier 

D. scissors 

21. A coolant is used for cooling the: 

A. machine 

B. job only 

C. cutting cool 

D. hot chips 

22. Taper shank drills are held on machine by means of: 

A. chucks  

B. drift 

C. sleeve 

D. vice 

23. The percentage of carbon in high speed steel is: 

A. 2% 

B. 0.1% to 2% 

C. 0.2% to 0.3% 

D. 0.75% to 1% 

24. Which tool is used for cutting square holes in mica sheets used on 

wooden boards in electric wiring? 

A. Tenon saw 

B. key hole saw 

C. hack saw 

D. carpenter saw 

25. The fuse current in amperes is related to fuse wire’s diameter is: 

A.  

B.  

C.   

D.  

26.  A fuse wire should have: 

A. low specific resistance and high melting point 

B. low specific resistance and low melting point 

C. high specific resistance and high melting point 

D. high specific resistance and low melting point 



27.  Over-load current protection for a motor is provided by: 

A.  Cartridge fuse 

B. kit-kat fuse 

C. over-load current relay 

D. all the above 

28.  In a motor circuit, a fuse provides: 

A. over-load current protection 

B. short-circuit protection 

C. open-circuit protection 

D. none of the above 

29. A fuse operates due to the ________ effect of the electric current: 

A. Magnetic 

B. Electrostatic 

C. Heating  

D. Chemical 

30. The fuse rating is expressed in terms of: 

A. Voltage 

B. Current  

C. kVA 

D. VAr 

31. A Delayed-action cartridge fuse is used for:  

A. motor circuits 

B. lighting circuits 

C. fluorescent lamp circuits 

D. heating circuits 

32.  A fuse should be connected in : 

A. series of neutral conductor 

B. parallel of neutral conductor 

C. series of live conductor 

D. parallel of live conductor 

33. Which one of the following is not a reason responsible for fire? 

A.  Wrong fuse rating 

B. Loose connections 

C. Damaged insulation between the line and neutral 



D. Reverse connections in a 3-phase motor 

34. Which type of fire extinguisher is to be used on electrical equipment or 

installation under fire? 

A. Foam type 

B. Halon type 

C. Gan cartridge water filled type 

D. Stored pressure, water filled type 

35. The amount of current at a point in an electric circuit will be equal to 

……….. if 20 coulomb charge is passed in 2 seconds through that point: 

A. 0.1 ampere 

B. 10 amperes 

C. 22 amperes 

D. 40 amperes 

36.  The cross-sectional area of a conductor is 20 sq.m and its resistance is 4 

ohms. If its cross-sectional area is doubled then its new resistance will be: 

A. 8 ohms 

B. 5 ohms 

C. 4 ohms 

D. 2 ohms 

37. The resistance of a wire of 1 cm in length and 1 sq.cm in cross-sectional 

area at room temperature (25OC) is called its: 

A. voltage 

B. conductivity  

C. resistivity 

D. resistance 

38. The unit of resistivity is: 

A. Ohm-metre 

B. Ohm/metre 

C. Metre/ohm 

D. Ohm/metre2 

39. The specific resistance of a substance depends on: 

A. its length 

B. its cross-sectional area 

C. its kind of material 



D. all the above stated factors 

40. Which one of the following statements is false? 

A. An ammeter is connected in series 

B. A voltmeter is connected across the load 

C. The resistance of a conductor decreases with an increase in its 

temperature 

D. Greater is the length of a wire, higher will be its resistance 

41. What are the minimum requirements to cause a flow of current: 

A. A voltage source, an ammeter, a conductor and in insulator 

B. A voltage source, a switch and a resistor 

C. A voltage source and a conductor 

D. A voltage source, a conductor and an insulator 

42. Which one of the following is a good conductor? 

A. China clay 

B. Procelain 

C. Graphite 

D. Glass 

43.  Which one of the following statements is correct? 

A. The resistance of a conductor is a hindrance due to which the conductor 

opposes the flow of current through it. 

B. The resistance does not play an important role in the electrical engineering 

C. The resistance of a wire does not depend on the kind of the material 

D. The resistance of most of the metals is independent of the temperature 

44. The temperature coefficient of a conductor is defined as: 

A. The increase in resistance per degree centigrade 

B. The increase in resistance per degree absolute 

C. The decrease in resistance per ohm per degree centigrade 

D. The increase in resistance per ohm per degree centigrade 

45.  An electric current can neither be _______ no _____. 

A. Seen, touched 

B. Flat, seen 

C. Seen, produce any effect 

D. Produced, felt 

46. The voltage applied across a circuit, acts as: 



A. a component of current 

B. a mass of electrons 

C. a force 

D. negative ions 

47.  A wire measuring one mm in diameter has a cross-sectional area of: 

A.  One mm2 

B. One cm2 

C. 0.78 mm2 

D. 0.87 mm2 

48. The potential difference that causes the breakdown of insulation is 

called the: 

A. Breakdown voltage 

B. Dielectric strength 

C. Insulation resistance 

D. Conductivity 

49. If two lamps of 100 W and 40 W are connected in series across a source 

of supply then: 

A. 100 W lamp will give more light. 

B. 40 W lamp will give more light 

C. Both lamps will give equal light 

D. None of the above. 

50.  What will be the total resistance of 1 ohm and 2 ohms resistors, which 

are connected in parallel? 

A. 3 ohms 

B. 1 ohm 

C. Between 1 and 2 ohms 

D. Less than 1 ohm 

51. The total resistance of the network will be: 

 

 

 

A. 4 ohms 



B. 3  ohms 

C. 2.5 ohms 

D. 1 ohm 

52. It was experimentally found by James Precott Joule that the heat 

produced in a current carrying conductor is directly proportional to: 

A. The square of current 

B. The square of resistance 

C. The current 

D. The square of the applied voltage 

53. The value of Joule’s mechanical equivalent of heat, J is equal to: 

A. 4.2 calories per joule 

B. 2.4 joules per calorie 

C. 4.2 joules per calorie 

D. 4.2 joules 

54. When a current flows through a conductor, heat is produced because: 

A. Heat  α  I2 

B. of electronic collision  

C. of inter-atomic collision 

D. of Joule’s law 

55. the curve representing Ohm’s law is: 

A. a parabola 

B. linear 

C. sine function 

D. a hyperbola 

56. The condition for Ohm’s law is this, that the: 

A. ratio V/I should be constant 

B. Current should be proportional to voltage 

C. Temperature of the resistor should remain constant  

D. Temperature should vary 

57. Ohm’s law does not apply to: 

A. conductors  

B. insulators 

C. semi-conductors  

D. a.c. circuits 



58. The presence of current is made known by the effects it produces. The 

important effects are: 

A. heating, electric-shock and generation 

B. generation, chemical and electric-shock 

C. heating, magnetic and chemical 

D. heating, magnetic and electric shock 

59.  In a series circuit, the current is: 

A. Constant 

B. Zero 

C. Proportional to the resistance 

D. Different in different resistors 

60. In a parallel circuit, the potential difference across a resistor: 

A. varies 

B. is different from the allpied voltage 

C. is sometimes constant 

D. is always constant 

61. The resistors R1 and R2 are connected in parallel. If the ratio of their 

value is R1 : R2 =4:1 then their current will be in a ratio of: 

A.  1:4   B.  1:1 

C. 4:1    D.  4:4 

62. If the resistor R2 becomes open-circuited, the reading of the voltmeter will: 

 

 

 

        R1       R2       R3 

        

 220V 

 

A. Become 220V  B. decrease slightly 

C.  fall to zero  D. increase slightly 

63. Three elements having conductance’s G1, G2 and G3 are connected in 

parallel. Their combined conductance will be: 

A. G1 + G2 + G3 

V 



B.  

C. G1. G2.G3 

D.  

64. Resistors commonly used in power circuits are: 

A. carbon resistors 

B. film carbon resistors 

C. wire wound resistors 

D. deposited metal resistors 

65. If an electric kettle draws 4 amperes of current at 240 volts supply then 

what will be the power consumed by the kettle? 

A. 1000 watts 

B.  960 wattts 

C. 500 watts 

D. 60 watts 

66.  If a 200 watts lamp is connected across a 250 volt source then what will 

be the circuit current? 

A. 4 A 

B. 2 A 

C. 0.8 A 

D. 1 A 

67. The power consumption of 100 watts lamp used for 10 hours daily will 

be: 

A. 2 units 

B. 1 units 

C. 0.5 units 

D. 5 units 

68. A pump lifts 1000 litres of water upto a height of 10 metres in 2 minutes. 

The horse power of the pump will be: 

A. 77 

B. 2.4 

C. 1.11 

D. 4.75 



69. Power is defined as: 

A. the rate of doing work 

B. the capacity of doing work 

C. force  x distance 

D. kilo watt hour 

70. One metric horse power is equal to: 

A. 750 metres 

B. 75 kg/s 

C. 75 m-kg/s 

D. 550 ft-lbs 

71. The rate of power dissipation of 2 lamps of 40 watts each connected in 

parallel will be: 

A. 40 watts/s 

B. 20 watts/s 

C. 80 watts/s 

D. 10 watts/s 

72. If a body is displaced by x metrees on applying a force of y newtons, the 

work done will be equal to: 

A. x / y joules 

B. x . y kilograms 

C. x . y joules 

D. y / x joules 

73. Two strips of X and Y of identical metal have the same length and 

thickness. If the width of X is half that of Y, the ratio of the resistance of 

X to that of Y will be: 

A. 1:2 

B. 1 : 4 

C. 2 : 1 

D. 4 : 1 

74. Electro-chemical equivalent is: 

A. Ratio of atomic weight of an element to atomic weight of hydrogen 

B. mass of the element liberated per unit quantity of hydrogen 

C. ratio of atomic weight to valiancy 

D. none of the above 



75. The mass of material deposited over an electrode is: 

A. Proportional to voltage 

B. Proportional to time only 

C. Proportional to current only 

D. Proportional to quantity of electricity and E.C.E. 

76. In electroplating, the positive electrode is called: 

A. cathode  

B. terminal 

C. anode 

D. iron trap 

77. Impurities in an electrolyte can cause an internal short-circuit condition called: 

A. depolarization  

B. electrolysis 

C. local action 

D. polarization 

78. Distilled water is used in electrolytes because it: 

A. Prevents or slows down local action 

B. speeds up electrochemical action 

C. improves specific gravity 

D. prevents polarization 

79.  The condition of electrolyte in a battery is measured in terms of: 

A. Current value 

B. Specific gravity 

C. Acid contents 

D. Voltage output 

80. In a primary cell, the local action can be rectified by: 

A. Charging the cell 

B. Amalgamating the zinc electrode with mercury 

C. Using a cell for few minutes only 

D. Making a dry cell 

81. The function of a dry cell is to convert: 

A. chemical energy to mechanical energy 

B. chemical energy to electrical energy 

C. electrical energy into mechanical energy 



D. electrical energy into magnetic energy 

82. Polarisation in a primary cell can be removed by: 

A. coating the electrodes of the cell 

B. chemical action 

C. discharging the cell 

D. disposing the cell 

83. The two main defects of a primary cell are: 

A. Local-action and polarization 

B. Local-action and sulphation 

C. Bucking and polarization 

D. Sulphation and sedimentation 

84. An average dry cell gives an approximate e.m.f. of: 

A. 1.2V  B. 1.3V 

C. 1.4V  D. 1.5V 

85.  Lechlanche cell is most suited for: 

A. Continuous use 

B. Large current requirements 

C. Intermittent use 

D. Large voltage requirements 

86. When n cells, each e.m.f. E volts and internal resistance r ohms are 

connected in series, the current / through the external resistor of R 

ohms is given by the formula: 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

87. Cells are connected in parallel to: 

A. Increase the internal resistance 

B. Increase the output e.m.f. 

C. Increase the current capacity 

D. Decrease the current capacity 



88. The function of depolarizer in Lechlanche cell is that: 

A. it converts the produced hydrogen into water 

B. it prevents the fast chemical action on the zinc electrode 

C. it synthesizes the decomposed electrolyte 

D. it absorbs the oxygen produced in the cell 

89. Which one of the following acts as depolarizer in a dry cell? 

A. Manganese dioxide  

B. Zinc chloride 

C. Ammonium chloride  

D. Carbon powder 

90. One main advantage of a secondary cell is this that it: 

A. can be used in portable equipments 

B. can be recharged 

C. is compact and hence easy to transport 

D. cannot be recharged 

91. Nickel-cadmium dry cell is becoming popular in power supplies for 

electronic calculators because: 

A. it has standard shape 

B. it is dry 

C. it is rechargeable 

D. it is easily manufactured 

92. Secondary cell can produce large amount of power for a: 

A. short  time and can be recharged 

B. long time and can be recharged 

C. short time and can not be recharge 

D. long time and can not be recharged 

93. Gassing occurs in the process of: 

A. charging an accumulator 

B. charging a dry cell 

C. discharging an accumulator 

D. discharging a dry cell 

94. The charge condition of a secondary cell can be checked by: 

A. its terminal voltage 

B. the colour of its electrolyte 



C. the level of its electrolyte 

D. its terminal voltage and specific gravity of its electrolyte 

95. A lead-acid accumulator should be recharged when the specific gravity 

of its electrolyte is about: 

A. 1.18  B. 1.15 

C.  1.25  D. 1.35 

96. Other types of accumulators besides the lead-acid type are: 

A. Alkaline batteries only 

B. Alkaline and solar batteries 

C. Alkaline and dry batteries 

D. Nickel-cadmium and nickel-iron batteries 

97. Electrolyte of a lead-acid battery is formed by adding: 

A. water to hydrochloric acid 

B. sulphuric acid to water 

C. hydrochloric acid to water 

D. water to sulphuric and 

98. The ampere-hour capacity of a battery depends on: 

A. the thickness of plates 

B. the distance between the plates 

C. the number and area of plates 

D. the strength of electrolyte 

99. In order to keep the terminals of a lead-acid battery free from corrosion, 

it is advisable to: 

A. clean the terminals frequently 

B. change the battery at frequent intervals 

C. clean the terminals and to apply petroleum jelly 

D. wash the terminals with water frequently 

100. The internal resistance of a discharged battery: 

A. is high 

B. is low 

C. remains the same 

D. is negative 



101. It is not desirable to leave a lead-acid battery is discharged state for a 

long time because: 

A. the electrolyte will attack the container. 

B. the electrolyte will become weak 

C. the plates will get sulphated strongly 

D. the electrolyte will evaporate 

102. The separators in a lead-acid battery are designed to prevent the 

plates from: 

A. touching the electrolyte 

B. shorting together 

C. shorting with the sediments 

D. touching the container 

103. The advantage of nickel-iron cell over lead-acid cell is this that: 

A. it has a higher efficiency  

B. it needs less maintenance 

C. it is much cheaper 

D. it gives a higher e.m.f. 

104. While charging the accumulators, one should: 

A. check the acid level with a lighted match 

B. shot-circuit cell terminals to see that they are fully charged 

C. keep them in a well-ventilated room 

D. connect and disconnect them with the d.c. source 

105. A lead acid cell is rechargeable because: 

A. its electrolyte is sulphuric 

B. it is wet cell 

C. its chemical action is reversible 

D. its electrolyte has a high specific gravity 

106. A 100 Ah capacity battery should deliver a current of 8A for 

approximately: 

A. 12h    B. 8h 

C.  20h   D. 100h 

107. When a lead-acid battery is needed to be kept idle for a long time 

then: 



A. overcharge the battery 

B. clean the plates with distilled water 

C. remove the electrolyte  

D. remove electrolyte and dry up the battery and store the same in a cool, dry 

and clean place 

108. 6 cells of 1.5V each are connected in series as shown in the figure. 

Voltmeter connected across the terminals + and – reads: 

A. 4.5 V   B. 6.0 V 

C.  7.5 V   D. 9.0 V 

109. Which one of the following is not a maintenance free battery? 

A. Ni-Cd   B. Ni- Fe 

C.  Alkaline magnesium D. Lead-acid 

110. The advantage of alkaline magnesium battery is: 

A. high internal resistance 

B. high nominal voltage 

C. low initial cost 

D. all the three stated above 

111. As compared to lead-acid cell, the efficiency of a Ni – Fe cell is less 

due to: 

A. lower e.m.f. 

B. smaller quantity of electrolyte 

C. higher internal resistance 

D. compactness of the cell 

112. If a battery has not been used for a long period then the same should 

be put on: 

A. float charge 

B. boost charge 

C. trickle charge 

D. freshening charge 

113. A natural magnet is called: 

A. steel  

B. load stone 



C. magnetism 

D. soft iron 

114. Externally, the magnetic lines of force travel: 

A. north to south 

B. south to north 

C. negative to positive 

D. in both the directions 

115. The magnetism that remains in a magnetic material after the 

withdrawal of magnetizing force is called: 

A. Permeability 

B. Induction 

C. Residual magnetism 

D. Saturation 

116. Iron becomes magnetized by induction when it is: 

A. Heated 

B. Brought near to one end of a magnet 

C. Suspended in north-south direction 

D. Treated with some chemical 

117. The force acting between two magnetic poles is: 

A. directly proportional to the distance 

B. inversely proportional to the distance 

C. directly proportional to the square of the distance 

D. inversely proportional to the square of the distance 

118. Permeance is analogous to: 

A. conductance  

B. resistance 

C. reluctance 

D. none of these 

119. The permeability of a material means: 

A. strength of a magnet 

B. strength of an electromagnet 

C. magnetization remained in an iron bar on withdrawal of the magnetizing 

force 

D. the conductivity of a magnetic material for the magnetic lines of force 



120. When the magnetic flux ( ) and the area (A) under its influence are 

known, the magnetic flux density (B) is given as: 

A. B =  . A 

B. B
A


  

C. 
A

B


  O FE and I   

D. 2.B A    

121. The relative permeability 
.

r

o

B

H




 
 

 
 of a paramagnetic substance 

is: 

A. Slightly less than 1 

B. Equal to 1 

C. Slightly greater than 1 

D. Very much greater than 1 

122. The magnetization in magnetic material appears as a result of: 

A. electron's orbital motion 

B. electron’s spin motion 

C. spin motion of the molecules about its axis 

D. all of these 

123. The relative permeability  r of iron is: 

A. 5000   B. 7000 

C. 3000   D. 1000 

124. Which of the following material has highest value of relative 

permeability  

 ( r )? 

A. Iron 

B. Supermalloy 

C. Mu-metal 

D. 4% Si-Fe 



125. Cores of transformers working on microwave frequency ranges are 

generally made of: 

A. ferrites  

B. silicon steel 

C. supermalloy  

D. almico V 

126. The magnetic materials which can be magnetized in both the 

directions easily are known as: 

A. high hysteresis loss materials 

B. materials increasing the resistance of magnetic medium 

C. soft magnetic materials 

D. hard magnetic materials 

127. Eddy-current loss can be minimized by: 

A. decreasing the resistance of magnetic medium 

B. increasing the resistance of magnetic medium 

C. decreasing the permeability of magnetic medium  

D. none of the above 

128. The strength of a magnet is found to be highest at: 

A. The centre of a magnet 

B. All palces 

C. The ends 

D. None of these 

129. The relative permeability of a magnetic material depends on the: 

A. Flux 

B. Type of material 

C. Type of magnetizing force 

D. Nothing 

130. In order to induce more magnetic flux, magnetic circuit should have 

minimum: 

A. Reluctance 

B. resistance  

C. reactance  

D. conductance 

131. In order to induce more magnetic property in a substance is: 



A. haphazard arrangement of magnetic molecules 

B. linear flow of atomic current 

C. haphazard flow of atomic current 

D. linear arrangement of magnetic molecules 

132. The metric unit of magnetic field intensity is: 

A. Weber 

B. Gauss 

C. Tessla 

D. Orested 

133. Two poles each of 1 ampere-metre pole strength placed 1 metre 

apart in vacuum exert a force of on each other. 

A. one  newton 

B. 
74 10   

C. 
710

4
newton





 

D. 710 newton 

134. Substances that can be magnetized very slightly are called: 

A. magnetic  

B. paramagnetic 

C. diamagnetic 

D. ferromagnetic 

135. The simplest way of varying the flux produced by an electromagnet 

smoothly in an electrical device is by: 

A. increasing and decreasing the number of turns of the coil 

B. using an exciting coin with number of tappings  

C. varying the current through the exciting coil 

D. varying the core position of the exciting coil 

136. If the axis of a moving coil is kept parallel to the flux then the e.m.f. 

induced in the coil will eb: 

A. minimum  

B. mximum 

C. nil 

D. one volt 



137. By rotating a conductor in a magnetic field, the induced e.m.f. will 

be: 

A. static  

B. dynamic 

C. induced e.m.f. 

D. none of the above 

138. For inducing an e.m.f. of 1 volt in 1 second time, a conductor will 

have to cut: 

A. 10 maxwell lines 

B. 108 lines 

C. 1 weber magnetic flux 

D. None of the above 

139. On doubling the supply frequency, the eddy current will: 

A. become half of their former value 

B. become four times of their former value 

C. remain unaffected 

D. become eight time of their former value 

140. In order to reduce hysteresis losses, the cores of electrical 

machines are generally made of: 

A. tungsten steel  

B. cast iron 

C. high carbon steel 

D. silicon steel 

141. Which of the following statements is incorrect: 

A. Whenever the flux linking through a coil or a circuit changes, e.m.f. is 

produced 

B. The direction of dynamically induced e.m.f. can be determined by applying 

Fleming’s right-hand rule  

C. Coefficient of coupling for tightly coupled coils is zero 

D. The coefficient of self inductance is proportional to the square of the 

number of turns on it 

142. Whenever a conductor cuts magnetic flux, an e.m.f. is induced in 

the same. The statement refers to: 

A. Joule’s law 



B. Coulomb’s law 

C. Faraday’s law 

D. Lenz’s law 

143. The given figure shows a coil with a closed iron core. What do the 

dotted lines represent? 

A. magnetic potential 

B. magneto motive force 

C. magnetic field strength 

D. magnetic flux 

144. The magnetic flux shown in Fig. can increased by: 

 

 

 

A. increasing the magneto motive force 

B. decreasing the magneto motive force 

C. reversing the direction of current 

D. making an air-gap in the core 

145. The law which states that the induced e.m.f. and current always 

opposes the cause producing it was presented by: 

A. Lenz  

B. Faraday 

C. Maxwell 

D. Ohm 

146. Degaussing is the process of: 

A. removing  gases from a material 

B. removing impurities from  

C. demagnetizing ma metallic part 

D. demagnetizing a magnet 

147. An open-circuit curve is drawn between: 

A. E and FI  

B. N and LI  



C. E and AI  

D. O FE and I  

(Where OE  = no-load voltage; FI  = field current;  AI = armature current; LI

= load-current; N= no. of armature conductors; E=load voltage) 

148. In a level compound generator, full load voltage found to be 

_______ the terminal voltage. 

A. lesser than  

B. higher than 

C. equal to 

D. much lesser than 

149. In which type of d.c. machine-poles is residual magnetism 

necessary? 

A. Shunt generator 

B. Motor 

C. Separately excited generator 

D. Permanent magnet type generator 

150. Armature cores are commonly made of: 

A. Iron  

B. Silicon steel 

C. High carbon steel 

D. Stainless steel 

151. Lap winding has _______ parallel paths. 

A. Two    B. four 

C.  equal to the no. of poles  D. one 

152. The output voltage of single loop generator is a: 

A. Steady d.c. 

B. Steady a.c. 

C. Pulsating a.c. 

D. Pulsating d.c. 

153. The voltage generated by agenerator is determined by the equation: 

A. .a aE V I R   



B. .a aE V I R   

C. 
di

E L
dt

   

D. 
d

E N
dt


   

154. What effect on the current flow takes place on reversing the 

direction of movement of a conductor in the magnetic field of a 

generator? 

A. no effect takes place 

B. current flow is stopped 

C. the direction of current flow is reversed 

D. the magnitude of current flow is decreased 

155. In most generators the output voltage is induced by: 

A. rotating magnetic field past stationary coils 

B. relative motion between the field and the armature coils 

C. converting electrical energy into mechanical energy 

D. rotating the coils around a magnetic field 

156. The shunt field of a compound generator is connected across both 

the series field and the armature. This connection is known as: 

A. Long shunt 

B. Short shunt  

C. Different compound 

D. Cumulative compound 

157. For all symbols having their usual meaning, the e.m.f. generated in 

a lap wound generator is given by: 

A. 0.162. . a

P
T Z I N m

A

 
  

 
  

B. 
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158. The brushes are always placed along: 



A. MNA (magnetic neutral axis) 

B. GNA (geometric neutral axis) 

C. Perpendicular to MNA 

D. Perpendicular to GNA 

159. The function of compensating winding is to neutralize: 

A. reactance voltage generated as a consequence of commutation 

B. cross-magnetising the effect of armature reaction 

C. demagnetizing effect of armature reaction 

D. all the above 

160. In any d.c. generator, the e.m.f. generated in the armature is 

maximum when: 

A. rate of change of flux is minimum  

B. rate of change of flux is maximum 

C. flux linked with conductors is maximum 

D. flux with conductors is minimum 

161. The method which can be used to improve commutation process is: 

A. to increase the resistance of brushes 

B. to reduce the no. of turns in the armature coil so 

C. to neutralize the reactance voltage by producing a reversing e.m.f. in the 

short-circuited coil under commutation 

D. all the above 

162. The function of interpoles is: 

A. to neutralize the reactance voltage to help commutation process 

B. to neutralize the cross-magnetising effect of armature reaction 

C. to reduce sparking at the commutator 

D. all the above 

163. Generators are run in parallel for achieving the advantage of: 

A. high reliability 

B. high efficiency 

C. meeting higher load demands 

D. all the above 

164. Shunt generators are used where the main requirement is a 

constant: 

A. Voltage and current 



B. Current 

C. Voltage over a wide load range 

D. Voltage over a narrow load range 

165. Interpoles are normally connected in: 

A. parallel with the field windings 

B. series with the field windings 

C. parallel with the load 

D. series with the load 

166. In d.c. generator, the cause of rapid brush wear may be: 

A. imperfect contact 

B. severe sparking 

C. rough commutator surface 

D. any one of the above 

167. In d.c. generators, lap winding is used for: 

A. low voltage, low current 

B. high voltage, high current 

C. low voltage, high current 

D. high voltage, low current 

168. D.C. generator preferred for charging automobiles batteries is: 

A. shunt generator 

B. series generator 

C. long shunt compound generator 

D. short shunt compound generator 

169. The overall efficiency of a d.c. generator lies in the range of: 

A. 60.80%   B. 75-85% 

C.  80-90%   D. 85-95% 

170. The function of an equalizer ring is: 

A. to avoid unequal distribution of current at the brushes 

B. to help in reducing sparking 

C. both the above 

D. none of the above 



171. The carbon brushes of D.C. machines become shorter by wearing 

out during the running time of  the machine. At which length do you 

have to change the brushes? 

A. 
1

2
of the original length 

B. 
1

3
 of the original length 

C. 
3

4
 of the original length 

D.  
2

3
 of the original length 

172. A 2 kW, 200 V, D.C. generator will supply a load current of: 

A. 2 amps   B. 4 amps 

C.  10 amps   D. 20 amps 

173. A force will act on a conductor placed in a magnetic field when: 

A. A current is flowing in the conductor 

B. The conductor is rotating  

C. The conductor is placed in the magnetic field and it is not carrying a 

current 

D. It is placed at right angle to the filed 

174. The back e.m.f. opposes: 

A. current  

B. applied e.m.f. 

C. torque 

D. terminal voltage 

175. Back e.m.f. is developed in the armature due to: 

A. current  

B. supply voltage 

C. intersection of the magnetic flux by the armature condoctors 

D. interaction of the two magnetic fields 

176. The magnitude of bE   in a d.c. motor in the start is equal to: 

A. zero  



B. applied e.m.f. 

C. more than applied e.m.f.  

D. maximum 

177. If in a shunt motor the applied e.m.f. is kept constant then on 

increasing the load, the shunt field strength will become ______ its 

normal value. 

A. less than 

B. more than 

C. equal to 

D. zero 

178. In a series motor, the magnetic fieldf-flux stands: 

A. proportional to armature current 

B. equal to armature current 

C. inversely proportional to armature current 

D. constant 

179. The speed of a series motor is very high at no-load because in 

such state: 

A. Back e.mf. is larger 

B. Armature voltage is lesser 

C. Flux is very low 

D. Armature current is very low 

180. A series motor is wound with: 

A. fine wire winding 

B. nichrome wire winding 

C. thick wire winding 

D. double wire winding  

181. In a shunt motor, a starter is used for: 

A. speed control 

B. back e.m.f. control 

C. applied e.m.f. control 

D. current control in the start 

182. Voltage equation for a d.c. motor is: 

A. .b a aV E I R   



B. .b a aV E I R   

C. .b a aE V I R   

D. .b a aE V I R   

183. The rotating part of a d.c. motor is known as: 

A. Pole   B. stator 

C.  Rotor   D. armature 

184. In a d.c. machine, a dumny coil is used to: 

A. eliminate reactance voltage 

B. eliminate armature reaction 

C. create a mechanical balance in the armature 

D. eliminate vibrations of the machine 

185. The rotational speed of a d.c. shunt motor can be increased above 

its full speed by: 

A. increasing the armature current  

B. decreasing the armature current  

C. increasing the field current 

D. decreasing the field current 

186. On increasing the load of a d.c. shunt motor, its speed will: 

A. remain constant 

B. increase proportionately 

C. increase slightly 

D. reduce slightly 

187. The armature torque of a d.c. motor is given by: 

A. 0.159 . . a

P
T Z I N m

A


 
  

 
 

B. 0.159 . a

P
T I N m
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C. 0.162. . a

P
T Z I N m

A

 
  

 
 

D. none of these 

188. The armature current () drawn by a d.c. motor is proportional to: 

A. the applied e.m.f. 



B. the torque required 

C. the flux required 

D. the speed of the motor 

189. The power written on the name plate of a d.c. motor is always: 

A. the power drawn in kVa 

B. the power drawn in kW 

C. the output power available at the shaft 

D. the gross power 

190. The efficiency of an electrical machine will be high if: 

A. Its losses are minimum 

B. its current drainage is minimum 

C. the applied e.m.f. is minimum 

D. the load is minimum 

191. The direction of rotation of a d.c. motor can be reversed by: 

A. reversing the supply connections 

B. interchanging the armature and field connections 

C. adding a resistance in the field circuit 

D. reversing the armature connections or the field connections 

192. The speed of a series motor at no-load is: 

A. zero    B. 3000 r.p.m. 

C.  3600 r.p.m.  D.  infinity 

193. If the back e.m.f. is absent in a d.c. motor then the: 

A. motor will run at a very high speed 

B. motor will run at a very low speed 

C. motor will burn 

D. motor will not run at all 

194. By adding a variable resistance across the series field (field 

diverter) of a d.c. series motor, speed above the normal speed can be 

achieved because: 

A. armature current is reduced 

B. flux is reduced 

C. line current is reduced 

D. none of these 



195. If the field of a d.c. shunt motor gets opened: 

A. it will continue to run at the rated speed 

B. its speed will become very high 

C. the motor will stop 

D. its speed will reduce 

196. When an electric train moves down a hill the d.c. series motor 

then acts as: 

A. d.c. series motor 

B. d.c. shunt motor 

C. d.c. series generator 

D. d.c. shunt generator 

197. Which of the following motors is suitable for high starting torque? 

A. Shunt motor 

B. Cumulative compound motor 

C. Series motor 

D. Compound motor 

198. Which of the following methods is most economical for finding 

the no-load losses of a long shunt d.c. motor? 

A. Hopkinson’s test 

B. Swinburne’s test 

C. Retardation test 

D. None of these 

199. The rated speed of a given shunt motor is 1050 r.p.m. To run this 

motor at 1200 r.p.m., which of the following speed control scheme will 

be suitable? 

A. Armature current resistance control 

B. Field resistance control 

C. Ward-Leonard control 

D. None of these 

200. Which of the following statement is more appropriate? 

A. Shunt motor is suitable for electric trains 

B. Series motor is suitable for machine tools 

C. Series motor is suitable for belt driven machines 

D. Compound motor is suitable for fly-wheel drive 



201. Which of the following motors is used to drive the constant speed 

line-shafting lathes, blowers and fans? 

A. D.C. shunt motor 

B. D.C. series motor 

C. Cumulative compound motor 

D. Differential compound motor 

202. You note that a d.c. motor starts with jerk when starting the 

motor. What may be the fault for this effect? 

A. Line voltage too high 

B. Short-circuit in the field winding 

C. Pitted starter contact terminals 

D. Wrong grade of carbon brushes 

203. The speed of a d.c. shunt motor of 3kW is 2000 r.p.m. when 

connected to a constant voltage supply. The speed is to be varied upto 

2500 r.p.m. What speed control method is to be used? 

A. Increasing the back e.m.f. with a resistor 

B. Limiting the armature current with a shunt resistor 

C. Changing the voltage with a starter 

D. Changing the field current by a field rheostat 

204. Which type of fault is tested in the given figure of a d.c. motor? 

A. Testing for open-circuit 

B. Testing the resistance value of each winding 

C. Testing for open-circuit in field coil 

D. Testing for a grounded field coil 

205. Starting current of a 220 V, 10 HP, shunt motor having an 

armature resistance of 0.2 ohm, without starter is: 

A. 110 Amp.    B.  1100 Amp. 

C.  11 Amp.    D.  11000 Amp. 

206. If the current in the armature of a d.c. series motor is reduced by 

50%, the torque of the motor will become: 

A. 50%    B. 25% 

C.  150%    D. 200% 



207. Power factor of an A.C. circuit is equal to: 

A. cosine of angle between voltage and current 

B. tangent of angle between voltage and current 

C. impedance/resistance 

D. apparent power/real power 

208. The resistance of an open circuit is equal to: 

A. Zero  

B. lesser than one ohm 

C. infinite 

D. lesser thanbefore 

209. The unit of inductance is: 

A. farad    B. ohm 

C.  mho   D. henry 

210. The power dissipation of a pure inductor is: 

A. very low   B. zero 

      C.  very high   D. lesser than unity 

211. On passing A.C. through an inductor: 

A. Voltage leads the current 

B. Voltage and current remain in phase 

C. Voltage lags behind the current 

D. Voltage drop is equal to I x Z. 

212. The magnitude of inductance …….. with an increase in the 

frequency. 

A. decreases  

B. remains unchanged 

C. increases  

D. becomes zero 

213. The power factor of a pure resistive circuit is equal to: 

A. Zero   B. 1 

C.  0.5    D.  0.8 



214. The difference between peak positive and peak negative values of 

an a.c. voltage is called: 

A. maximum value 

B. average value 

C. effective value  

D. peak-to-peak value. 

215. The value of form factor for a pure sine-wave is: 

A. 1.414   B. 0.707 

C.  0.637   D. 1.11 

216. If the voltage and current have a phase difference of 90O in an a.c. 

circuit, the power will be 

A. 1Hz.   B. 10Hz. 

C.  1 kHz   D. 100 kHz. 

217. The total voltage in a series R-L circuit leads the current by an 

angle: 

A. of 900 

B. between 00 and 900 

C. between 900 and 1800 

D. between 00 and 3600 

218. The total voltage in a series R – C circuit lags the current by an 

angle: 

A. of 450   B. of 00 

C.  of 900   D. between 00 and 900 

219. The net reactance in a R – L – C circuit is: 

A. LX    

B. CX  

C. L CX X  

D. L CX X  

220. The impedance of a series R – L – C circuit is: 



A. 2 2 2

L cR X X   

B. 
2 2 2

L cR X X   

C.  
22

L cR X X   

D.  
22

L cR X X   

221. The frequency at which  is called: 

A. natural frequency 

B. resonance frequency 

C. neutral frequency 

D. super frequency 

222. The formula for determining resonance frequency is: 

A. . .rf LC  

B. 
1

. .
rf

L C
  

C. 
1

2 . .
rf

L C
  

D. 2 . .rf LC  

223. In a series R – L – C circuit the impedance is equal to _____ and 

current equal to _____ at resonance. 

A. Minimum, maximum 

B. Zero, zero 

C. Infinite, zero 

D. Zero, infinite 

224. The power factor is defined as the ratio of: 

A. volts amperes to watts 

B. watts to volt amperes 

C. volt amperes reactive to watts 

D. watts to volt amperes reactive 

225. The power factor of an inductive circuit can be improved by 

connecting a capacitor to it in: 

A. series 

B. either series or parallel 



C. parallel 

D. depends on the value of the capacitor 

226. The power factor of an a.c. circuit can be determined by the 

formula 

A. 

 
22

L C

R

R X X 
 cos

R

Z
   

B. cos
actual power

apparent power
   

C. 

 
22

L C

R

R X X 
 

D. any one of the above 

227. By increasing the charge Q of a capacitor: 

A. its capacity increases and its P.D. decreases 

B. its capacity decreases and its P.D. increases 

C. its capacity remains unchanged and only its P.D. increases 

D. its capacity remains unchanged and only its P.D. decreases. 

228. On connecting two charged capacitors having different P.Ds. and 

different capacities: 

A. the charges become equal and energy loss is caused. 

B. The P.Ds. become equal and the charge loss is caused 

C. Both the energy loss and charge loss are caused 

D. The P.Ds. become equal and the energy loss is caused. 

229. By bringing a charged conductor closed to an earthed conductor: 

A. the voltage of the conductor will increase 

B. the capacity of the conductor will increase 

C. the capacity of the conductor will decrease 

D. both the voltage and capacity of the conductor will decrease.  

230. On charging the capacitors of different capacities connected in 

parallel, each capacitor will have: 

A. equal charge and equal capacity 

B. equal P.D. and unequal charge 

C. unequal charge and unequal P.D. 

D. equal charge and unequal P.D. 



231. For decreasing the capacity of a parallel plate capacitor: 

A. dielectric is filled between the two plates 

B. distance between the two plates is decreased 

C. distance between the two plates is increased 

D. area of the plates is increased. 

232. The capacity of a parallel plate capacitor is 4  Fand the distance 

between the two plates is 4 cm. If the distance is reduced to 2 cm then 

the capacity will become: 

A. 8  F    B. 12 F 

C.  16 F    D. 2 F 

233. The capacity of a parallel plate air capacitor is 5  F. If the air is 

replaced by glass, the capacity gets increased to 40  F. Hence, the 

permittivity of the glass is: 

A. 5     B. 8 

C. 35     D. 200 

234. The static electrical energy stored in a capacitor of 1.2  F at 3000 

volts P.D. will be equal to: 

A. 3.6 joules    B. 5.4 joules 

C.  1.8 joules    D. 7.2 joules 

235. The unit of capacitance is: 

A. Coulomb    B. volt 

C.  farad    D. ampere 

236. The total capacitance of a group of capacitors is increased when 

they area connected in: 

A. Series 

B. Parallel 

C. Series-parallel 

D. Parallel-series 



237. The magnitude and direction of alternating current and voltage is 

represented by a straight line with an arrow. What does it indicate? 

A. Solar magnitude 

B. Vector Quantity 

C. Alternating magnitude  

D. Phase magnitude 

238. The peak-to-peak voltage is 99V. What is the effective value of this 

sine-wave? 

A. 70V    B. 44.5 V 

C.  49.5 V    D. 35 V 

239. A contactor coil is designed for 220 V d.c. what happens if it is 

connected to 220V a.C. ? 

A. Too large a current is drawn by the coil and it may destroy 

B. It draws the same current 

C. It works better 

D. Too small a current is drawn by the coil and its operation is not certain 

240. The capacitive reactance (XC) of a capacitor varies: 

A. inversely with the frequency 

B. directly with the frequency 

C. directly with the applied voltage 

D. inversely with the applied voltage. 

241. Lines are drawn on the middle portion of caping so that: 

A. the same looks beautiful 

B. the screws can drill the wires 

C. the screws can be fitted at proper places in the wiring. 

D. the same remains safe. 

242. The effect of smoke, acid and alkali is negligible on: 

A. T.R.S. wire 

B. V.I.R. wire 

C. Flexible wire 

D. Lead sheathed wire. 

243. If a choke is not connected to an A.C. tube’s circuit then the tube: 

A. will continue to glow 



B. will get fused 

C. will not glow 

D. will glow intermittently 

244. A capacitor connected across the supply line: 

A. improves the power factor 

B. reduces the power factor 

C. helps the tube to glow 

D. protects the tube against being fused 

245. If the starter is withdrawn from the circuit after glowing the tube 

then: 

A. the tube will be fused 

B. the tube will not emit light 

C. the tube will continue to glow 

D. the tube will start flickering. 

246. In an earth-point, charcoal and salt are used: 

A. to protect the plate against rust 

B. to absorb the moisture of the surrounding soil 

C. to increase the moisture of the surrounding soil 

D. to hold the plate firmly in the soil. 

247. Tumbler switches are made of: 

A. Iron 

B. Rubber 

C. Plastic 

D. Bakelite 

248. The maximum load on a light and fan sub-circuit should not be 

more than: 

A. 800 watts 

B. 1000 watts 

C. 800 watts, 8 points 

D. 1000 watts, 10 points. 

249. Outlets above 15 A rating should be connected through a : 

A. two-way switch 

B. D.P. switch 

C. T.P. switch 



D. D.P.S.T. switch 

250. A stair case point is operated with: 

A. two one-way switches 

B. two two-way switches 

C. two intermediate switches 

D. none of these 

251. What is the maximum permissible wattage of all the appliances on 

a 16A – fuse branch-circuit? 

A. 3.0 kW 

B. 3.9 kW 

C. 4.0 kW 

D. 4.6 kW 

252. If mechanical and fire safety are important factors, the wiring 

should be: 

A. lead sheathed type 

B. conduit type 

C. C.T.S. type 

D. Casing-caping type 

253. A Britannia joint is used in: 

A. O.H. lines 

B. Underground cables 

C. Conduit wiring 

D. Power wiring 

254. Soldering is done on the joint to improve the: 

A. tensile strength 

B. resistivity 

C. ductility 

D. conductivity 

255. The melting point of 60% tin and 40% lead solder is: 

A. 1850C 

B. 2000C 

C. 2190C 

D. 2370C 



256. In batten wiring, for the batten width of 19mm what length of 

overlapping portion do you use for straight joint? 

A. 12 mm 

B. 25 mm 

C. 30 mm 

D. 40 mm 

257. The rating factor which the normal current carrying capacity 

should be multiplied to get the permissible current in the cable for the 

circuits protected by close-excess current protection will be: 

A. 0.81   B. 0.91 

C.  1.01   D. 1.23 

258. At what maximum distance do you fix saddles from a switch box, 

in a conduit wiring? 

A. 30 cm 

B. 50 cm 

C. 60 cm 

D. 70 cm 

259. Which one of the following is not applicable to MCB? 

A. Tamper proof as they are sealed 

B. Used for close excess current protection 

C. Used for control as well as to protect the circuit 

D. Used for coarse excess current protection. 

260. Which one of the following material is used to fix the screw on 

concrete wall and ceiling? 

A. Link clips 

B. Bushings 

C. Saddles 

D. Rowl plugs 

261. In the metal conduit system of wiring where there zig-zag wall 

projection the cables can be run using: 

A. standard solid bends 

B. standard inspection bends 

C. metal flexible conduit 



D. offset bends. 

262. In a new vehicle it is found that the negative terminal of the 

battery is earthed. This indicates the use of the following: 

A. D.C. generator 

B. A.C. generator 

C. Ignition coil 

D. Inverter 

263. If six number of lamps are to be installed in godwon wiring, we 

require _____ switches. 

A. one SPST and 6 two-way 

B. two SPST and 6 two-way 

C. one SPST and 5 two-way 

D. two SPST and 5 two-way 

264. The only wiring which has to be planned well before starting of a 

house construction work and executed alongwith the construction is: 

A. cleat wiring 

B. batten wiring 

C. conduit surface wiring 

D. conduit concealed wiring 

265. According to NE code, the colour code for the neutral is: 

A. red 

B. blue 

C. black 

D. green 

266. Type of joint 

A. Britannia tee joint 

B. Western union joint 

C. Married joint 

D. Scarfed joint 

267. The operating temperature range of an electrical stove with a pure 

element is: 

A. 3000C to 4000C 

B. 5000C to 6000C 

C. 7500C to 9000C 



D. 11000C to 13000C 

268. A 1000 W,230 V kettle is connected to a 15 A plug-socket using a 

power cord rated to carry 15A. What should be the fuse rating of the 

appliance? 

A. 4.0 A 

B. 5.0 A 

C. 15.0 A 

D. 16.0 A 

269. The heat proof insulting material used in heaters etc. is: 

A. Mica 

B. Asbestos 

C. Glass wool 

D. Porcelain 

270. In an automatic electric iron, a thermostat is used to: 

A. reduce the current for controlling the temperature 

B. change the direction of current flow for controlling temperature 

C. regulate the heat and thus the temperature by switching the element to 

ON-OFF 

D. switch ON-OFF the indicator lamp. 

271. The type of motor used in a.c. ceiling fans now produced in India 

is: 

A. Repulsion motor 

B. Permanent capacitor motor 

C. Capacitor-start induction-motor 

D. Shaded-pole motor 

272. A regulator is used in a ceiling fan circuit to: 

A. Decrease the current 

B. Drop the voltage applied to the fan 

C. Increase the speed 

D. Increase the torque 

273. The purpose of a capacitor in a fan is to: 

A. Increase the speed 

B. Protect the fan in case a fault occurs 

C. Produce a phase-shift 



D. Control the speed 

274. An immersion heater is a non-repairable  equipment because: 

A. it has no element 

B. its element is closed in a sand filled spiral, narrow pipe 

C. it can’t be opened 

D. it gets burst on becoming defective. 

275. In an electric iron, the function of pressure plate is: 

A. to cover the heating element 

B. to exert pressure on the garments while pressing them 

C. to obtain a close fitting of the heating element with the sole plate 

D. to act as a base of the equipment. 

276. What is the function of a fusible safety plug in a geyser? 

A. it protects the geyser against blasting due to excessive steam pressure 

B. it protects the heating element against burning. 

C. It releases the extra water out of the geyser 

D. It protects the thermostat of the geyser. 

277. You have to replace a fused lamp or a defective fan. What is the 

safest way in such case? 

A. To stand on a wooden stool or work bench. 

B. To use rubber blocks 

C. To switch-off S.P. switch 

D. To switch-ff main supply 

278. What should be the resistance between a water heater’s body and 

the connecting cable as per ISI? 

A. 0.01 mega ohms 

B. Not less than 0.5 mega ohms 

C. 1.0 kilo ohms 

D. 0.01 kilo ohms. 

279. Sweep of ceiling fan refers to: 

A. radius of circle formed by its rotation 

B. double the length of the blade 

C. the distance from centre of motor to tip of the blade 

D. double the distance from centre of motor to tip of the blade. 



280. If a table fan does not respond to the operation of the speed 

selector switch, the problem may be that the: 

A. Capacitor is burnt out 

B. Regulator is open-circuit 

C. Regulator is short-circuit 

D. Oscillating mechanism is defective. 

281. If a table fan funning smoothly starts giving up smoke, the reason 

is: 

A. Short-cricuited winding 

B. Failure of the centrifugal switch to open the starting winding circuit 

C. Bearing trouble 

D. Overload. 

282. The type of motor used in A.C. table fans now produced in India 

is: 

A. repulsion motor 

B. shaded pole motor 

C. capacitor run induction motor 

D. universal motor 

283. A ciling fan is rotating at low speed and becomes hot. Pick up the 

item which is not a casue: 

A. capacitor burnt out 

B. connections of supply lead interchanged 

C. winding earthed or partially short-circuited 

D. worn out bearings and a bent blade. 

284. What should be the resistance of a new thermostat? 

A. Zero of few ohms 

B. In kilo ohms 

C. Infinity 

D. In mega ohms 

285. A heater with name plate markings of 250 V, 1000W, heater 

element 5000C is connected to a 230 V supply. What will happen to the 

heater? 

A. The output heat remains the same 

B. The glow of the heater element will be dim 



C. The glow will be brighter because of more current 

D. The efficiency will increase. 

286. The type of soldering iron used to solder the steel plate is of: 

A. light duty 

B. medium duty 

C. heavy duty 

D. any one 

287. As a precaution the switch which controls the geyser should be 

provided: 

A. outside the bathroom 

B. inside the bathroom 

C. near the main switch 

D. opposite wall of the geyser. 

288. What is the range of operating speed of mixers? 

A. 1400-2000 r.p.m. 

B. 1400-2600 r.p.m. 

C. 1400-3000 r.p.m. 

D. 3000-12000 r.p.m. 

289. In a moving coil instrucment, the damping torque is developed by: 

A. air-friction 

B. eddy-current 

C. gravity-friction 

D. fluid-friction 

290. M.C. type instruments are used on: 

A. A.C. 

B. D.C. 

C. A.C. or D.C. 

D. None of the these 

291. M.I. type instruments are used on: 

A. A.C. only 

B. D.C. only 

C. A.C. or D.C. 

D. None of these 



292. The force which produces movement of the pointer of an 

instrument is called: 

A. deflecting force 

B. controlling force 

C. damping force 

D. distracting force 

293. What is the purpose of providing a mirror behind the pointer in a 

measuring instrument? 

A. The scale is illuminated through the mirror 

B. To observe that the pointer is bend or not 

C. Being semi-transparent, a mirror helps in the study of inner construction of 

the instrument 

D. To make the reading free from an error by removing parallax between the 

pointer and its image. 

294. When using any instrument  for measurement or testing purpose, 

first attention should be given to the: 

A. Theoretical knowledge 

B. Personal safety 

C. Surroundings  

D. Dress 

295. The reliability of measuring instrument meas: 

A. The life of the instrument 

B. The extent to which repeatability remain linear  

C. The degree to which repeatability continues to remain within specific limits 

D. All of these 

296. In order to increase the range of a voltmeter: 

A. a low resistance is connected in series 

B. a low resistance is connected in parallel 

C. a high resistance is connected in series 

D. a high resistance is connected in parallel 

297. To reduce the effect of a voltmeter on the circuit under test, we 

should: 

A. decrease the multiplier resistance 

B. use an instrument with a high internal resistance 



C. use a shunt resistor 

D. use an a.c. meter with a rectifier. 

298. It the connections of a M.I. instrument used in a circuit are 

interchanged then: 

A. it will not give a reading 

B. its reading will not change 

C. it will give a deflection in an opposite direction 

D. it will burn out. 

299. A M.I. type instrument has: 

A. A linear scale 

B. A non-linear scale 

C. An exponential scale 

D. A logarithmic scale 

300. A M.C. type instrument has: 

A. A linear scale 

B. A non-linear scale 

C. An exponential scale 

D. A logarithmic scale 

301. If two ammeters X and Y require 40 mA and 50 mA current 

respectively to give a full-scale-deflection, then: 

A. X is more sensitive 

B. Y is more sensitive 

C. Both are sensitive 

D. Sensitivity cannot be judged with the given information 

302. The value of a shunt resistance in an ammeter is usually: 

A. equal to the meter resistance 

B. greater than the meter resistance 

C. lessor than the meter resistance 

D. of nay value. 

303. If the approximate value of the current to be measured is not 

known, measurement should be started on: 

A. the lowest range 

B. the middle range 

C. the highest range 



D. any range 

304. The sensitivity of a voltmeter is expressed as: 

A. Volts/ohm 

B. Ohm. Volt 

C. 1/ohm. Volt 

D. Ohms/volt. 

305. The disadvantage associated with an electrodynamic instrument 

is this that: 

A. it consumes more electric power 

B. it has low torque to weight ratio 

C. its frequency range is low 

D. all of these 

306. An electrodynamic meter can be used to measure: 

A. a.c. voltage 

B. d.c. voltage 

C. d.c. as well as a.c. voltage 

D. d.c. voltage but for a.c. voltage rectification is necessary. 

307. Megger is an instrument meant for measuring: 

A. Very low resistance 

B. Insulation resistance 

C. Inductance of a coil 

D. ‘Q’ of a coil 

308. The operation of a Megger is based on: 

A. moving-iron meter 

B. electrodynamic meter 

C. electrostatic meter 

D. moving coil meter 

309. A multimeter consists of: 

A. Voltmeter and ohmmeter 

B. Voltmeter and ammeter 

C. Voltmeter, ammeter and ohmmeter 

D. None of these 

310. A VTVM is more reliable than a multimeter for measuring voltage 

across a low impedance because: 



A. Its sensitivity is very high 

B. It offers a high impedance 

C. It dose not alter the voltage measured 

D. All of these 

311. Induction type single-phase energy meter is: 

A. an ampere-hour meter 

B. a true watt-hour meter 

C. a watt meter 

D. none of these 

312. A wattmeter can measure 

A. a.c. power only 

B. d.c. power only 

C. a.c. as well as d.c. power 

D. d.c. power and a.c. power after rectification 

313. The meter installed at your house to measure the electrical energy 

is an example of: 

A. an indicating type instrument 

B. a recording type instrument 

C. an indicating as well as recording type instrument 

D. an integrating type instrument 

314. A multimeter cannot measure: 

A. current  

B. potential difference 

C. capacitance 

D. resistance 

315. Which of the following electric quantities can be measured by a 

moving coil instrument? 

A. D.C. current and D.C. voltage 

B. D.C. and A.C. current 

C. A.C. voltage 

D. D.C. voltage 

316. When the electric supply is ON then which of the following 

instruments should not be used? 

A. Wattmeter and power factor meter 



B. Frequency meter and tong tester 

C. Phase sequence meter and energy meter 

D. Ohm meter and megger. 

317. A 3-phase, 3-element energy meter of 414V, 50Hz has its pressure 

coil rated for: 

A. 230 volts 

B. 240 volts 

C. 415 vlots 

D. 440 volts 

318. Which of the electrical instruments have to be connected in the 

same manner for measurement? 

A. Frequency meter and P.F. meter 

B. Voltmeter and frequency meter 

C. Voltmeter and power factor meter 

D. Wattmeter and voltmeter 

319. Voltmeters of high internal resistance should be used for voltage 

measurement, in circuits of high resistance. 

The reason for this is: 

A. avoid overloading the resistor when measuring its voltage 

B. avoid inaccuracy when the temperature changes 

C. keep the measurement error small due to the internal consumption 

(voltage drop) of the meter. 

D. Prevent the meter form overloading. 

320. One screw is provided in M.C. instrument which is attached to the 

pointer. What for it is provided? 

A. To adjust the sensitivity of the meter 

B. To correct the zero position of the pointer 

C. To tight the moving part of the meter 

D. To change the measuring range of the meter 

321. A voltmeter with a sensitivity of 1 kilo ohm per volt will have a 

resistance of ……. Ohms at 50 V range. 

A. 1000 

B. 5000 

C. 50,000 



D. 50 

322. Calculate the unknown resistance (Rx) in a Wheatstone bridge 

from the following data: 

P=10 ohms, Q=100 ohms, S=60 ohms. The unknown resistance is: 

A. 6000 ohms 

B. 600 ohms 

C. 60 ohms 

D. 6 ohms 

323. A megger is exlusively designed for measuring: 

A. Very high resistance 

B. Very low resistance 

C. Ground faults in power lines 

D. Overloads on d.c. motors. 

324. Single turn primary of a C.T. has a truns ratio 10 : 1. If the current 

measured in secondary is 2 Amps the primary current is: 

A. 20 Amps 

B. 10 Amps 

C. 5 Amps 

D. 2 Amps 

325. The study of illumination involves the: 

A. Study of lighting and wiring systems 

B. Designing of a lighting system 

C. Calculating of wiring materials required in wiring 

D. Study of photometry 

326. Energy radiated continuously in the from of light waves is called: 

A. Luminous-flux 

B. Luminous-intensity 

C. Lumen 

D. Illumination 

327. The luminous-flux emitted in unit solid angle by a light source 

having a luminous-intensity of one candela is called: 

A. illumination  

B. luminance 

C. one lumen 



D. one lux 

328. The illumination at a point of a surface is the luminous-flux per 

unit area of the surface and its unit is: 

A. Lux 

B. Lumen 

C. Candela 

D. Watt 

329. The illumination of a surface is: 

A. directly proportional to its distance from the source 

B. inversely proportional to its distance from the source 

C. directly proportional to the square of its distance from the source 

D. inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source. 

330. Depreciation factor (maintenance factor) takes account of: 

A. depreciation in the capital cost of the installation  

B. effects of dust, dirt and types of lamps used  

C. effects of dust, dirt and fall in light-output of the lamp during its life 

D. condition of the room and the type of lamp used 

331. The lumen output of a 230 volts, 100 watts gas-filled lamp is 

approximately: 

A. 700 

B. 1000 

C. 1200 

D. 1500 

332. The principle of working of a H.P.M.V. lamps is that: 

A. The radiation from the discharge excites a fluorescent material 

B. The radiation is produced directly by the discharge 

C. The radiation is produced by the argon gas 

D. Very high voltage is needed to start the discharge 

333. Low pressure in a fluorescent tube is obtained by: 

A. high starting voltage 

B. high current density 

C. low current density 

D. low starting voltage 



334. When fluorescent lamps are used to replace incandescent bulbs 

usually: 

A. Greater illumination occurs 

B. Less illumination occurs 

C. Only one colour can be obtained  

D. More shadow occur, but there is less eye strain 

335. If the starter of a glowing tube-light is withdrawn then the tube-

light 

A. will become OFF 

B. will continue to glow 

C. filaments will be damaged 

D. will glow intermittently 

336. the inner tube of a H.P.M.V. lamp is filled with: 

A. argon gas 

B. halgon gas 

C. helium gas 

D. nitrogen gas 

337. H.P.M.V. lamps are available in a rating of: 

A. 40, 60 watts 

B. 100, 200 watts 

C. 80, 125 watts 

D. 150, 300 watts 

338. Voltage required to operate a neon-sign tube depends upon: 

A. Diameter of the tube 

B. Gases in the tube 

C. Length of the tube 

D. Thickness of the tube 

339. Sodium vapour lamps are particularly suitable for: 

A. Street lighting 

B. Storage yards 

C. Foggy areas 

D. All the three stated above 



340. Gas-discharge lapms take some time in illuminating fully. Which 

of the following lamps takes comparatively more time in illuminating 

fully? 

A. Tube lamp 

B. Mercury vapour lamp 

C. Sodium vapour lamp 

D. Neon lamp 

341. The outer screwed contacts of Edison screw type lamp holder 

must always be connected to the: 

A. neutral wire of the circuit 

B. phase wire of the circuit 

C. switch (half wire) of the circuit 

D. earth wire of the circuit 

342. What is the temperature at which a gas filled tungsten filament 

lamp operates? 

A. 1035OC 

B. 1200OC 

C. 1500OC 

D. 2300OC 

343. When a fluorescent lamp shows a dense blackening at each end, 

it could possibly mean that the: 

A. Gas filled in the lamp was wrong 

B. Lamp was started infrequently 

C. Starter is working improperly 

D. Lamp is new. 

344. The advantage of a preheat fluorescent lamp as compared to 

incandescent lamp it that it: 

A. has  a faster illumination 

B. provides less illumination per watt 

C. generally has a longer life 

D. can be used for heating as well as lighting 

345. How many lamps of 3 volts rating are required to be connected in 

series to a supply of 200 V for satisfactory operation? 

A. 67 



B. 85 

C. 135 

D. 33 

346. The most popular type of fluorescent lamp for new installation is 

the: 

A. preheat lamp 

B. glow tube 

C. ballast lamp 

D. instant start lamp 

347. The type of fluorescent lamp that can be used in flashing circuits 

is the: 

A. ballast lamp 

B. preheat lamp 

C. instant start lamp 

D. rapid start lamp 

348. In a H.P.M.V. lamp, the mercury vapour discharges at: 

A. a higher pressure 

B. a medium pressure 

C. a low pressure 

D. none of these 

349. Most recent development in fluorescent lighting is the: 

A. Rapid start lamp 

B. Preheat lamp 

C. Glow lamp 

D. Instant start lamp 

350. In a high pressure mercury lamp, to vaporize all the mercury and 

for the lamp to reach full brilliance, it requires: 

A. 2 to 4 minutes 

B. 4 to 6 minutes 

C. 6 to 8 minutes 

D. 8 to 10 minutes 

351. The rating of I.C.D.P. switch used in a neon-sign tube should be: 

A. 15A, 250 V 

B. 15 mA, 230V 



C. 15mA, 1000V 

D. 15 A, 1000 V 

352. H.P.M.V. lamp gives: 

A. 30 lumens / watt 

B. 50 lumens / watt 

C. 60 lumens / watt 

D. 80 lumens / watt 

353. If on removing a defective starter, the fluorescent tube lights up, 

the fault lies in the: 

A. choke  

B. tube 

C. starter 

D. line switch 

354. A 4-ple, 50 Hz alternator will have a rotational speed  of: 

A. 750 r.p.m. 

B. 1500 r.p.m. 

C. 3000 r.p.m. 

D. 1440 r.p.m. 

355. An exciter used for field excitation of an alternator will be a: 

A. series generator 

B. shunt generator 

C. series motor 

D. shunt motor 

356. The reason of using laminated cores in the stator of an alternator 

is to: 

A. reduce the weight of the machine 

B. reduce the eddy current loss 

C. increase the magnetic flux 

D. increase the eddy current loss 

357. D.C. and A.C. generators are similar in one important respect, that 

is: 

A. the generated e.m.f. is D.C. 

B. the generated e.m.f. is pulsating 

C. the generated e.m.f. is A.C. 



D. the generated e.m.f. is oscillating 

358. A 8-pole alternator rotates at 750 r.p.m. Its per cycle periodic time 

will be: 

A. 10 ms 

B. 20 ms 

C. 30 ms 

D. 50 ms 

359. Alternators designed to be driven by steam-turbines are built for: 

A. high speed operation 

B. low speed operation 

C. medium speed operation 

D. both low and medium speed operations. 

360. Single phase supplies electric power to various kinds of loads of 

a factory. If the phase sequence of the alternator is changed, it will affect 

the: 

A. 3-phase heating circuits 

B. 3-phase motor circuits 

C. Single phase motor circuits 

D. Lighting circuits 

361. The values of pitch factor and distribution factor for an alternator 

are 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. This will develop an e.m.f. lesser than an 

alternator having full-pitch coil and concentrated winding by: 

A. 0.7 

B. 0.72 

C. 0.88 

D. 0.92 

362. The winding of a 4-pole alternator is having 36 slots and a coil 

span of 1 to 8. It is short-pitched by ………. Electrical degrees. 

A. 80 

B. 40 

C. 20 

D. 10 

363. The number of slip-rings used in a 3-phase, star connected 

alternator having a rotating armature will be: 



A. 2     B. 3 

C.  4     D. 6 

364. The pitch factor is defined as the ratio of the e.m.fs. of the: 

A. full-pitch winding to short-pitch winding 

B. short-pitch coil to full-pitch coil 

C. full-pitch winding to concentrated winding 

D. distributed winding to full-pitch winding 

365. The rotor of a salient pole alternator has 12 poles. The number of 

cycles of e.m.f. in one revolution will be: 

A. 2     B. 4 

C.  6     D. 8 

(Hint: Two-pole alternator will generate one cycle of e.m.f. in one rotation) 

366. In large sized alternators, dampers are used to: 

A. Reduce current fluctuations 

B. Reduce voltage fluctuations 

C. Increase stability 

D. Increase output e.m.f. 

367. The number of electrical degrees which passes through in one 

revolution of a 6-pole alternator is: 

A. 21600   B. 10800 

C.  7200   D. 3600 

368. The waveform of the e.m.f. generated by an alternator should be: 

A. pulse shaped wave 

B. square wave 

C. sine wave 

D. triangular wave 

369. The field circuit of a hydro alternator is supplied with: 

A. an a.c. 

B. a pulsating current 

C. an oscillating current 



D. a d.c. 

370. When a coil / conductor moves at right angle to the magnetic flux, 

the induced e.m.f. will be: 

A. lagging    B. leading 

C.  maximum   D. zero 

371. Salient pole type rotors as compared to the cylindrical pole type 

rotors are: 

A. smaller in diameter and larger in axial length 

B. larger in diameter and smaller in axial length 

C. larger in diameter and axial length 

D. smaller in diameter and axial length 

372. The frequency generated by a 8-pole alternator rotating at 600 

r.p.m. will be: 

A. 20 Hz   B. 40 Hz 

C.  60 Hz   D. 80 Hz 

373. On removing the cores of a transformer, the production of 

magnetic flux: 

A. is reduced 

B. is increased 

C. remains the same 

D. none of these 

374. The no. of magnetic paths in a berry type transformer: 

A. is one 

B. are two 

C. are three 

D. are numerous 

375. In a transformer, the linkage of magnetic flux takes place from: 

A. primary to secondary 

B. secondary to primary 

C. primary to secondary and from secondary to primary 

D. none of these 



376. Since, the cores of a transformer are made of silicon-steel, 

therefore: 

A. Copper-loss remains low 

B. Eddy-current-loss remains low 

C. Hysteresis-loss remains low 

D. Both copper and eddy-current remain low. 

377. The efficiency of a transformer stands high because: 

A. it works on the principle of mutual induction  

B. it is a static instrument 

C. its windings remain immersed in the mineral oil 

D. there is no loss of electric power in it. 

378. For equal capacity, a shell type transformer as compared to a core 

type transformer will have: 

A. low copper-loss 

B. low iron-loss 

C. low copper and iron losses 

D. high copper and iron losses 

379. If the supply frequency of a transformer is reduced then its iron-

loss will be: 

A. low    B. high 

C.  the same   D. very high 

380. If the transformers have different voltage ratios (Ep/Es) and their 

parallel operation is desired then: 

A. they will not work on load 

B. they will not work at all 

C. they will work at different power factors 

D. they will work at an average voltage 

381. The capacity of a star-connected transformer as compared to a 

delta-connected transformer will be: 

A. 3 times 

B. 1/3 times 

C. ½ times 

D. Equal 



382. In the breather of a transformer, silica-jelly is used to stop the 

_____ to reach upto the insulating oil: 

A. rain water 

B. dry air 

C. moisture 

D. steam 

383. The principle of working of a transformer is: 

A. static induction 

B. self induction 

C. mutual induction 

D. dynamic induction 

384. A transformer is used for changing the value of: 

A. voltage    B. frequency 

C.  power   D. power factor 

385. A transformer operates: 

A. always at unity power factor 

B. at its own power factor 

C. at a power factor below a particular value 

D. at a power factor depending on the power factor of the load 

386. The reactance of a transformer is determined by its: 

A. common core flux 

B. leakage flux 

C. size of the core 

D. permeability of the core material 

387. The efficiency of a transformer is normally in the range of: 

A. 50% to 70% 

B. 60% to75% 

C. 80% to 90% 

D. 90% to 98% 

388. Eddy-current loss in a transformer can be reduced by: 

A. increasing the thickness of the laminations 

B. decreasing the thickness of the laminations 

C. winding the coils with a higher gauge wire 



D. decreasing the air-gap in the magnetic circuit. 

389. The main property of a transformer is this that it changes the 

voltage level of an a.c. signal: 

A. without changing its power 

B. without changing its frequency 

C. without changing its shape 

D. without changing its power, frequency and shape 

390. Transformers are rated in: 

A. kW   B. kV 

C.  kWh  d. kVA. 

391. What type of core is used in a transformer designed to work at 

high frequencies (MHz range)? 

A. Aluminium core 

B. Iron core 

C. Air core 

D. Open type iron core 

392. If the secondary turns of a transformer are doubled and at the 

same time the primary voltage is reduced to half then the secondary 

voltage will: 

A. be halved 

B. be doubled 

C. not change 

D. be four times high 

393. The no-load current of a transformer in terms of full-load current 

is usually: 

A. 1% to 3% 

B. 3% to 9% 

C. 9% to 12% 

D. 12% to 20% 

394. Which is the common method of a cooling a power transformer 

used in distribution work? 

A. Air cooling 

B. Air blast cooling 



C. Oil cooling 

D. Water cooling 

395. As compared to an amplifier, a transformer cannot: 

A. Increase output power 

B. Increase output voltage 

C. Increase output current 

D. None of these 

396. A conservator used in a transformer consists of: 

A. an air-tight metallic drum fixed at the top of the oil-tank 

B. an air-tight metallic drum fixed at the bottom of the oil tank 

C. overload protection device 

D. none of these 

397. In a power transformer, the winding nearer to the iron core: 

A. is a high voltage winding 

B. is a low voltage winding 

C. may be low or high voltage winding 

D. the two types of windings are placed in a sandwich manner 

398. A good transformer oil should be free from: 

A. sulpher  

B. alkali 

C. moisture 

D. all the above 

399. The two transformers operated in parallel will share the load 

depending upon their: 

A. rating in kVA 

B. efficiency 

C. leakage reactance 

D. per unit impedance 

400. Which of the following reduces high voltage and current to safe 

values of measurement? 

A. Mega ohmmeter 

B. Auto transformer 

C. Variable transformer 

D. Instrument transformer 



401. The transformer used for the starting, the high induction motor is: 

A. auto transformer 

B. step-down transformer 

C. potential transformer 

D. two winding transformer 

402. Which one of the following methods will be preferred for a 10 MVA 

transformer? 

A. Oil natural, Air natural 

B. Air blast 

C. Oil natural, Air forced 

D. Oil forced, Water forced 

403. Scott connections are used to transform: 

A. Single-phase supply into three-phase supply 

B. single-phase supply into two-phase supply 

C. three-phase supply into two-phase supply 

D. star-connected primary into delta-connected secondary 

404. In a 3-phase delta transformer, one of the phase windings has 

burnt. The transformer will then supply: 

A. its full output rating 

B. zero output 

C. 86.6% of its output rating 

D. 58% of its output rating 

405. The synchronous speed of a 2,4 and 8 poles motor at 50Hz can 

not be: 

A. 3000 R.P.M. 

B. 1000 R.P.M. 

C. 1500 R.P.M. 

D. 750 R.P.M. 

406. The no. of poles of a 3-phase induction motor running at 500 

R.P.M. will be: (supply frequency=50Hz) 

A. 12    B. 76 

C.  4    D. 2 



407. The starting torque of a 3-phase induction motor can be 

increased: 

A. by increasing the rotor resistance 

B. by increasing the stator resistance 

C. by increasing the air-gap between the stator and the rotor 

D. none of these 

408. At the time of starting, the slip of an induction-motor is equal to: 

A. Infinite   B. unit 

C.  zero   D. none of these 

409. The reason of drawing high current at the time of starting by an 

induction-motor is: 

A. high voltage 

B. low power factor 

C. zero back e.m.f. 

D. none of these 

410. For the speed control purpose, pole changing method can be 

adopted for a: 

A. Slip-ring motor 

B. Synchronous motor 

C. Squirrel-cage induction-motor 

D. Single-phase motor 

411. The principle of operation of an induction-motor is based on: 

A. Faraday’s law 

B. Rotating magnetic field 

C. Fleming’s right-hand fule 

D. Ohm’s law 

412. The speed of rotor of an induction-motor is: 

A. the same as the synchronous speed 

B. higher than the synchronous speed 

C. lesser than the synchronous speed 

D. determined by the frequency and the number of poles 

413. To reverse the direction of rotation of a 3-phase induction-motor, 

it is necessary to: 



A. interchange all the three line connections 

B. reverse the polarity of the rotor’s circuit 

C. increase the resistance of the rotor’s circuit 

D. interchange any two out of the three line connections. 

414. Squirrel-cage induction-motor differs from a slip-ring induction 

motor as it has no: 

A. slip-rings 

B. rotor windings 

C. stator windings  

D. rotating part 

415. Squirrel-cage induction-motor has: 

A. zero starting torque 

B. very small starting torque 

C. very high starting torque 

D. highest starting torque amongst all types of induction motors. 

416. The purpose of connecting resistance in the rotor circuit of a slip-

ring induction-motor is to: 

A. limit the starting current 

B. increase the starting current 

C. limit the starting current and to increase the starting torque 

D. decrease the starting torque 

417. If the induction-motor of a pump is operated at 30% less supply 

voltage then what will happen? 

A. It will start after some time 

B. It will continue to run at a lower speed without any damage 

C. It will get heated up and consequently will get damaged 

D. Nothing adverse will happen 

418. It is advisable to avoid the use of a D.O.L. starter for starting an 

induction-motor having 5 H.P. capacity because: 

A. the starting torque will be very low 

B. the motor will take five to seven times more starting current than its full-

load current 

C. it will pick-up very high speed and may go out of step 

D. it will run in the reverse direction. 



419. A thermal overload relay is provided in a starter to protect the 

motor against: 

A. short-circuit 

B. open-circuit 

C. excess current 

D. low voltage 

420. In a 3-phase induction-motor started by a D.O.L. starter, 

protection against short-circuit is given by the: 

A. Overload relay 

B. No-volt coil 

C. Back-up fuses 

D. Protective earth contractor 

421. When a squirrel cage induction-motor is started directly by a 

D.O.L. starter, the starting current will be: 

A. equal to the full-load current 

B. twice the full-load current 

C. 3 times the full-load current 

D. 5 to 7 times the full-load current 

422. Total electrical degrees for a 4 pole A.C. machine is equal to: 

A. 1800   B. 3600 

C.  7200   D. 10800 

423. The starting torque of a squirrel cage induction motor is low 

because of: 

A. low starting current, low starting P.F. 

B. low starting current, high starting P.F. 

C. high starting current, high starting P.F. 

D. high starting current, low starting P.F. 

424. If a 3-phae motor runs with two phase only, it is called single 

phasing. It will ultimately: 

A. carry no load 

B. Burn out 

C. Run with triple speed 

D. Not run efficiently 



425. On switching ‘ON’ the starter, the magnetic contractor vibrates 

heavily. The possible cause is: 

A. low voltage and single phasing 

B. high voltage  

C. dirt between the contacts 

D. low voltage and dirt between the contacts. 

426. A squirrel cage motor of above 3H.P. should not be started by a 

D.O.L. starter because: 

A. the motor takes 5 to 7 times of its full load current which will spoil the 

starter 

B. the motor will pick up a tremendous speed 

C. the motor will have a low starting torque 

D. the motor will run in the reverse direction 

427. Thermal overload relays are _____ than magnetic overload relays. 

A. Faster 

B. Slower 

C. Much bigger 

D. Very smaller 

428. Which of the following reduces vibration, chattering, noise, wear 

and heat in the armature of a starter? 

A. Electromagnet 

B. Shading coil 

C. Centrifugal switch 

D. Holding lock 

429. Minimum requirement of contacts in a 3-phase D.O.L. starter is: 

A. 4 nos.  

B. 3 nos. and one NC 

C. 3 nos. 

D. 2 nos. and 2 NC 

430. NVC used in a starter is meant to protect the motor against: 

A. short-circuit 

B. open-circuit 

C. excess current 

D. low voltage 



431. Full load line current of a 3-phase, 3 H.P., 415V, 50squirrel cage 

induction motor is approximately: 

A. 3 A   B. 4.5 A 

C.  6A    D. 9 A 

432. No-load current of an induction motor is approximately ______ 

percent of full-load current. 

A. 10 

B. 20 

C. 40 

D. 75 

433. In a D.O.L. starter a NVC is connected across a phase and neutral 

of a 3-phase, 415V, 50 Hz supply and it works normally. What is the 

rating of NVC? 

A. 220 V   B. 230V 

C. 400 V   D. 415 V 

434. A  D.O.L. starter can be used satisfactorily for a double cage 

squirrel cage induction motor upto: 

A. 1 kW 

B. 1.5 kW 

C. 3 kW 

D. 5 kW 

435. The purpose of a back-up fuse is to provide protection against: 

A. overload  

B. over voltage 

C. excess current 

D. short-circuit 

436. A 4-ple, 3-phases, 50 Hz motor’s speed is 95% of its synchronous 

speed then the actual speed of the motor is: 

A. 500 r.p.m. 

B. 1300 r.p.m. 

C. 1400 r.p.m. 

D. 1425 r.p.m. 



437. A synchronous motor is started on: 

A. lagging power factor only 

B. leading power factor only 

C. both types of power factors i.e. lagging and leading 

D. none of the above. 

438. The motor whose rotor and rotating magnetic field of the stator 

rotate at the same speed is called: 

A. induction motor 

B. slip-ring induction motor 

C. synchronous motor 

D. universal motor 

439. The induction motor of a pump is run at a supply voltage 30% 

lesser than the normal voltage (415V). The pump starts to work. After 

some time what possibly can happen? 

A. The motor will become hot and will be damaged 

B. The motor will start after some time 

C. The motor will function normally 

D. None of the stated above will happen. 

440. A synchronous motor always works at: 

A. Synchronous speed 

B. lesser than synchronous speed 

C. more than synchronous speed 

D. none of the stated above 

441. The purpose of adding a rheostat to slip-ring induction motor is 

to: 

A. limit the starting increase 

B. increase the starting current 

C. decrease the starting current so that the starting torque may increase 

D. none of the stated above 

442. The rotor current frequency of a slip-ring induction motor 

depends on: 

A. rotor conductor 

B. rotor inductance 

C. amount of slip 



D. inductive reactance 

443. When the rotor of a slip-ring induction motor is standstill, the 

rotor frequency is: 

A. zero 

B. higher than the stator frequency 

C. lower than the stator frequency 

D. equal to the stator frequency 

444. If the load on a motor is increased beyond its full-load point, the 

greatest effect of the increase in slip is in: 

A. increasing the power factor 

B. decreasing the power factor 

C. increasing the current 

D. decreasing the current 


